Super Human Perception

Understand Everything Around You in Real Time

mindpersuasion.com
Instructions

Listen with headphones and eyes closed. Visualize any situation where you can understand everything that is going on all around you.

Tips for Success

Keep a daily journal and record any objective evidence that you are becoming more observant about your environment. Write down any positive comments made by others.

Please visit our forum to share your successes, or to ask any questions:

mindpersuasion.net
Affirmations

I have super human skills of perception

I notice the smallest details

I expertly read facial expressions

I easily read and understand body language

I pick up small micro movements

I read situations with stunning accuracy

I understand everything around me at all times

I pick up on small details

I sense when people are about to take action

I know what people are feeling by their body language

I know what people are thinking by their body language

I know what people want by their body language

I know what people are feeling by their facial expressions

I know what people are thinking by their facial expressions

I know what people want by their facial expressions

I know what people want by their gestures
I know what people are thinking by their gestures

I know what people are feeling by their gestures

I understand people's history by the clothes they are wearing

I understand people's history by the jewelry they are wearing

I understand people's history by the way they walk

I can read people like a book

I look into a crowded room and instantly understand everything

I read deep into their minds

I can easily tell when people are lying

I can easily tell when people are telling the truth

I can easily understand what they're not saying

I can easily understand what they're afraid of

I can easily understand what they want

I gaze into their past with stunning accuracy

I see the truth behind what they are saying

I easily read the truth of any situation
I quickly read the truth of any situation
You have super human skills of perception
You notice the smallest details
You expertly read facial expressions
You easily read and understand body language
You pick up small micro movements
You read situations with stunning accuracy
You understand everything around me at all times
You pick up on small details
You sense when people are about to take action
You know what people are feeling by their body language
You know what people are thinking by their body language
You know what people want by their body language
You know what people are feeling by their facial expressions
You know what people are thinking by their facial expressions
You know what people want by their facial expressions
You know what people want by their gestures
You know what people are thinking by their gestures
You know what people are feeling by their gestures
You understand people's history by the clothes they are wearing
You understand people's history by the jewelry they are wearing
You understand people's history by the way they walk
You can read people like a book
You look into a crowded room and instantly understand everything
You read deep into their minds
You can easily tell when people are lying
You can easily tell when people are telling the truth
You can easily understand what they're not saying
You can easily understand what they're afraid of
You can easily understand what they want
You gaze into their past with stunning accuracy
You see the truth behind what they are saying
You easily read the truth of any situation
You quickly read the truth of any situation